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“It bore wrongly the title of ‘European’ because only a restricted number of European
countries were members. Besides, this Union had no life in it; it disappeared at the end of the
war.”1

The above mentioned comment by the Dutch High Director of Posts in the Directorate
General for PTT2, F. A. Hofman, from 1947, criticises the European Postal and
Telecommunication Union (EPTU), which was founded in Vienna in 1942, for a number of
reasons: it was not ‘European’, it did not really work and consequently disappeared at the end
of the war. This statement fits perfectly into the standard narrative of political science and
historical research, which for a long time argued that the process of European integration
started after the Second World War. In the last years this narrative has been supplemented by
a long-term perspective underlining the importance of integration processes since the 19th
century and continuities since the interwar; however, the Second World War remains as a
caesura and 1945 still counts as ‘Zero Hour’ (Stunde Null).3
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This article will question Hofman’s statement by drawing the picture of a lively European
organisation, which was part of a long-term development. It starts from the working
hypothesis that the wartime EPTU was a catalyst for European integration and cooperation
beside all political, economic and military upheavals. We argue that the EPTU was an
important step toward the Europeanization of governance in the postal and telecommunication
field and the emergence of a transnational European communication space. Within EPTU
ideas as well as norms, values and practices of postal and telecommunication governance
continued (nearly unbroken) from the interwar to the post World War II era. The EPTU can
be seen as a first approach in formally transferring intra-European affairs away from the
global organisations in the fields of postal and telecommunications relations: The Universal
Postal Union (UPU) and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). Negotiations on
technical standards or rates should be limited to the parties involved in Europe. It also
envisioned mobilizing communication networks to Europeanize the continent and create a
sense of a European community. Among the key issues that were discussed within the EPTU
were the creation of a common postal area and a transnational European telephone network –
both of which were necessities and catalysts for the creation of a transnational European
communication space.
This article raises a number of questions that address the EPTU’s inner organisation and
places it in a broader historical context: what role did the EPTU play for the long-term
development of (European) PTT governance? How did an international organization function
during the war? How did expert networks function under wartime preconditions? Finally, the
question of the interpretative framework is raised: was the EPTU more about Germanisation
or Europeanization of transborder communication networks, spaces and governance in
Europe?
In 2005 Thomas Misa and Johan Schot put the ‘hidden integration’ of Europe on the agenda
of historical research.4 They called attention to the importance of transnational infrastructure
networks in the history of European cooperation and integration. Since then a lot of studies
have underlined their arguments. Research has been conducted on the building of European
infrastructures,5 their transnational governance6 and their particular relationship to the
4
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European Union and its predecessors. 7 Authors have shown a particular style of autonomous
expert governance on the international arena for nearly all infrastructures. Experts negotiated
networks and standards quite independently from national governments within specialized
international organisations, even though infrastructures had an enormous impact on the
economy and the society.8 Postal and telecommunication services proved to be among the
most autonomous infrastructure sectors since the 19th century.9 The focus, however, was
either on the 19th century10 and the interwar period or on European integration after 1945.11
The war only mattered in a few publications with a strong national angle.12 A wartime
organisation like the EPTU must be seen as probably the ‘most hidden’ story about European
cooperation and integration. At the same time, it is not an isolated story. The EPTU is a strong
element of National Socialist Internationalism and the Nazis attempts at reshaping the
European order “under Axis leadership.”13
We assume that the EPTU has not yet been fully embraced by the historiography because of
the missing interest of the relevant actors in the PTT sector in referring to wartime
cooperation. Both the German and the non-German experts and politicians did not want to
mention their participation in an organisation that was co-sponsored by the National Socialist
government. To place the EPTU within the continuities of cooperation and integration in
‘PTT Europe’ was not timely. Therefore only a few proposals for a closer cooperation among
the European PTT administrations after 1945 and just a few of the numerous contemporary
articles on ‘European PTT integration’ in the 1950s and 1960s made a (depreciative)
6
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reference to the EPTU.14 In contrast to that, a number of German articles describes the origins
and working procedures of the EPTU from the wartime period.15 Some of them even
correspond to the usual style of reporting on international PTT conferences in the interwar or
post-war times.16
In a first step this article gives an overview of the origins and functioning of the European
Postal and Telecommunication Union in a chronological order. In a second step continuities
and discontinuities of intra-European PTT cooperation from the interwar period up to the
1960s will be discussed regarding actors, institutions, and contents of negotiations. Finally,
the paper draws some preliminary conclusions regarding the questions of the emergence of a
transnational communication space and of a Germanisation or Europeanization of transborder
communication networks and flows. This article is based only on a first analysis of archival
sources from the foreign offices and the PTT administrations in Germany and France. Much
more research is necessary and will be carried out within a DFG-ANR sponsored research
project to draw a thorough picture of the complex developments surrounding the European
Postal and Telecommunication Union.17

Origins and functioning of the European Postal and Telecommunication Union
International cooperation in the fields of postal and telecommunication services in the
interwar period was shaped by two characteristics. Firstly, the tasks of the Universal Postal
Union and the International Telecommunication Union increased remarkably due to technical
innovations. National technical networks required ever more coordination at the national
boundaries if they were to be used for transnational communications. The ITU responded to
the technical demands by setting up three technical study groups – the consultative
committees for telegraph, telephone and radio (CCIT, CCIF, and CCIR). On the postal side,
the development of airmail also generated new specific international initiatives. In both
organizations strong transnational expert communities had emerged, which shared perceptions
on how to build transnational networks in Europe and the world. Secondly, both Unions,
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which had initially a European membership composition in the 19th century, increasingly
globalized their spatial scope. The USA especially became a strong actor on the
telecommunication scene. Moreover, the US and the British telecommunication industries
became dominant actors on the European markets at the expense of national equipment
producers in Germany, France and many other European countries.
In 1940 both Unions officially stopped their activities due to the outbreak of the Second
World War – only the international bureaus kept on working. The interruption of transborder
cooperation in both international organisations did not stop the operation of transborder postal
and telecommunication services. Especially within the war infrastructure networks for postal
and telecommunication services needed to be kept running. Societies and the military
depended on postal and telecommunication services regardless of any occupation by foreign
troops.
At a meeting of Italian and German telecommunication experts in Bolzano in November 1940
the attendees considered for the first time during the war the setting up of a European working
group that should continue the standardization of telecommunication equipment which had
been carried out by the ITU’s consultative committees for telegraph, telephone and radio up
to the outbreak of the war.18 They envisioned a working group that was intended to be limited
to European participants. Just a few weeks later the ITU’s international bureau in Bern
cancelled the Administrative Telegraph and Telephone conference, which was scheduled in
1942 in Rome. This triggered both administrations to put their idea of a European working
group into practice. The Italian, Giuseppe Gneme, who headed the study group IX within the
Consultative Committee for Telephony (CCIF), especially urged for a continuation of the
ongoing studies. Both administrations discussed a first statute for the working group and
evaluated the documents of the ITU’s three consultative committees already at a second
meeting in Munich in January 1941 in order to define the topics that the working group
should continue to discuss.19
Motivations for the engineers from Germany and Italy were manifold. Firstly, they wanted to
continue technical standardization on a pan-European level and discuss developing
technologies such as semi-automatic dialling systems or the physical characteristics of voice
transmissions. In a memorandum for their governments, they argued that “the extension of
18
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telephone networks continues during the war. It is necessary to take into account the needs of
a pan-European network in order to make the investments profitable after the war”.20
Engineers wanted to standardize the technical networks that were necessary for the creation of
a transnational communication space, even though they did not explicitly speak about it.
Secondly, the engineers and the national telecommunication industries hoped to decrease the
influence of the US and British telecommunication industries which gained a strong position
on the international market in the 1930s. A European working group promised to “repress
unwanted influence while examining and negotiating equipment”.21 Remarkably, even the
Soviet Union’s administration was invited to participate in the working group.22
Facing the official government representatives, the experts sold their working group as a
political project. In a memorandum to the ‘Supreme Command of the Armed Forces’
(Oberkommando der Wehrmacht), the German general director for post, Friedrich Risch,
argued “I intend to make the working group of postal and telecommunication administration
an integral part of the restructuring of intra-European relations … I would also like to
increase the German influence on the development of civil postal and telecommunication
systems, especially in the neutral countries”.23
From the beginning the project was strongly supported by the German Foreign Office and the
German government – probably also the Italian one. The working group fitted perfectly into
the national-socialist attempts at reshaping the European order; however, government
representatives asked for a permanent and visible international organization instead of a more
informal working group. Such an organisation was meant to be a symbol for a European
Community according to the visions of ‘National Socialist Internationalism’ – a European
order with Germany as regulatory force. For the German government it was of crucial
importance to regain influence on the international arena even in peacetime. This, of course,
meant a disempowerment of France and a transfer of competences into German responsibility.
Furthermore, wartime economic reasons spoke in favour of a European standardization of
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equipment. Standards minimized the types of equipment and enabled the industry to release
manufacturing capacity for military equipment.
Apart from all support for the PTT engineers, the political supervisors, especially within the
German Foreign Office, set clear boundaries for wartime cooperation in 1940 and 1941 and
compelled the PTT administrations to compromise in many respects. The Foreign Office, for
example, kept an eye on the participants and the language of the conference. This meant that
the participation of France, Belgium and Greece was left in limbo and that the French
language, which had been the international PTT language since the 19th century, was
officially no longer allowed. The most important intervention concerned the organizational
form. By order of Adolf Hitler himself, an international organization ought to be founded,
which was also important for propaganda purposes, instead of an informal working group.24
In preparation for the founding of the European Postal and Telecommunication Union, the
Reichspost concluded a number of bilateral agreements with the axis powers and the occupied
territories. These contained new rates and a general reduction of postage. The Reichspost
made a number of concessions to their contractual partner in order to demonstrate ‘peaceful
intentions’ and to facilitate the signing of agreements under war conditions. Negotiations
were also carried out with neutral countries; however, hardly any contract became formally
concluded. Subsequently a network of bilateral agreements emerged up to summer 1942.
France, which was subdivided into two separate zones, including for postal and
telecommunication traffic, had a specific position in the preparations because it was isolated
and not included in new rates and rates structures.25
Following preparatory talks with delegates from Denmark, Italy and Hungary in Innsbruck
the Reichspost in August invited 18 European administrations – only Belgium, France, Great
Britain, Ireland and the Soviet Union were not invited – to the European Postal and
Telecommunication Congress in Vienna in October 1942. Japan was invited to send an
observer.
Among the 18 assembled administrations of 17 European countries, 14 officially founded the
‘Europäischer Post und Fernmeldeverein‘ (European Postal and Telecommunication Union)

24
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by signing the organization’s convention.26 Only the two administrations from Sweden had to
cancel their participation due to a government order.27 Belgium, Greece and France, which
were totally or partially occupied countries, did not attend. The French PTT administration
had received from the Armeefeldpostmeister in France an invitation to attend the congress, at
least as an observer.28 Despite some hesitations, it was about to send a group of nine delegates
when the Reichspost finally signified that it was no longer invited. This late and possibly
humiliating rebuff was a reaction to be expected to the preconditions regarding working
language and currency unit asked for by the French PTT administration in accordance with
the Finance ministry.

Map 1: Participants and observers of the Vienna Congress 1942
Institutionally, the Vienna conference was subdivided into four committees, of which the first
three were turned into permanent institutions after the conference: (1) Committee for postal
services;

(2)

Committee

for

telecommunication

services;

(3)

Committee

for

telecommunication technology and (4) Committee for editing of the union’s convention.
Within the committees a large number of sub-groups for individual aspects were established.
26
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The EPTU received a constitution and three non-binding regulations, in which standards for
rates, operation and technology were laid down as recommendations. The constitution
provided the EPTU with an international office in Vienna (and not in Switzerland as was the
case with the UPU and the ITU), funded by the members on a proportional basis. It also
provided for a litigation procedure and a revision of the convention by a conference of
experts, each with equal voting rights, with one vote per member country.
In 1943, the EPTU clearly demonstrated that it was a lively organisation, in which PTT
experts from nearly all parts of Europe met to discuss the operation of postal and
telecommunication networks. Cooperation intensified. The permanent office in Vienna since
April 1943 carried out work, which was done before by the UPU and ITU bureau, e.g. the
compiling of a European table of rates. Next to technical standards, the Union negotiated
postal and telegraph rates, e.g. the abolishment of transit rates. The three permanent
committees started working both within their sub-groups as well as within plenary meetings.
Committee 1 met in Copenhagen in June 1943 to discuss postal services, meanwhile
Committee 2 met in Vienna in September 1943 to discuss telecommunication services. The
working groups for telecommunication technology established contact to negotiate standards
and recommendations. The war hardly mattered in their negotiations as they focused on civil
applications. Even more, the experts included war enemies like Great Britain in their plans for
a peacetime European telephone network.
The negotiations in 1943 must be seen as a privileged form of cooperation at a time when
international conferences were completely abandoned by the German government. In a
remarkable techno-political way the PTT experts made use of their political value. Regarding
the meeting of Committee 2 in Vienna, they forwarded policy arguments to the Foreign
Office to promote the conference as early as in April 1943. The Reichspost’s General
Director, Friedrich Risch, underlined in a letter to the Foreign Office’s head of the department
for communications, Georg Martius, “that the European Postal and Telecommunication
Union had come into being because of the explicit order of the ‘Führer’. … The Union,
therefore, is not just of technical but of political importance as it demonstrates to the war
enemies the unity of the European countries”. 29 If the conference did not take place, “this
would result in a momentous setback for the flourishing European Postal and
Telecommunication Union”.
29
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Map 2: Member countries of the EPTU and semi-formal participants in 1943
In the course of 1943 the German Foreign Office had to rethink its attitude towards France for
a number of reasons. Firstly, the more the Germans lost Italy as the second major pillar within
EPTU because of the allied invasion and the subsequent regime change in this country, the
more the organisation opened up for France. Secondly, a claim for pan-European
responsibility of the EPTU could only be made if France was part of it. Any participation by
neutral countries like Sweden or Switzerland depended on French (and Belgian) membership.
Thirdly, the experts from the Reichspost increasingly demanded a liberalisation of the Foreign
Office’s strict policy against France. French PTT engineers and postal administrators had
been close partners before the war and it was clear to their German counterparts why they
should be treated as second class participants. The changing war situation enabled the
Reichspost to make stronger claims in favour of their French counterpart.30
Against this background the German Foreign Office made a number of concessions. Since
late spring 1943 the French were allowed and even forced to participate informally in the
EPTU’s work. French delegates could enter all meetings. All documents were translated into
French and they even got an interpreter. The French delegates recognised their changing
situation and acted self-consciously, for example on the language question. Nevertheless,

30
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French was not recognised as an official language of the EPTU – a key demand of the French
PTT.31
The EPTU in 1943 indicated the ambivalent policy of many European countries, especially
the neutral Swedish and Swiss government. On the one hand, critical voices were raised
outside the PTT sector. The Swedish newspaper, Dagens Nyheter, for example, criticised that
“the Vienna agreement is solely built upon German rates and weight scales: One power rules
and decides. We are, however, not used to such dealing with international affairs or to any
group of powers that declares: This is Europe! Fortunately, Europe is too big for this.“32 On
the other hand, the PTT administrations from neutral countries had regular contacts and
exchanged information with the Reichspost and the EPTU office.
In the second half of 1944 the war developments subsequently stopped the work carried out
by the EPTU, even though the PTT experts from the Reichspost made every endeavour to
continue the committees’ work. Madeleine Herren accurately labelled the German attempts to
pursue cooperation as “internationalisation strategies…with meticulous bureaucratic
enthusiasm.”33 The Reichspost mentioned among the most urgent topics a future European
network for airmail services. It is remarkable that, dealing with the Foreign Office, the PTT
administration now completely reversed the arguments regarding the legitimacy of
transnational cooperation. The EPTU was now considered not as a political symbol but as a
completely apolitical working group. This time Risch wrote to Martius that “I will finally
mention that there is a clear difference between a participation of states and representatives
of branches. The committee’s meeting is not a European organisation’s one according to
international law but a purely technical affair”.34 When the permanent office finally
cancelled the meeting of the committee for telecommunication services, which was scheduled
in October 1944 in Vienna, the EPTU had come to an end. Apart from some Eastern
Europeans and Norway all other European postal and telecommunication administrations
wanted to await the end of the war to continue international PTT cooperation.35
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Continuities and Discontinuities in European PTT governance
At first sight, the EPTU looks like a moment apart, a brief wartime experiment in technical
cooperation over-determined by a specific context of hegemony. There is no question that
contextual factors shaped the EPTU, an institution “that only lasted as long as [Hitler] did”,
as an English postal officer would later pinpoint.36 But from the perspective of the longer
history of postal and telecommunication institutionalized multilateral cooperation, dating back
to the 1860s-1870s, it is less a parenthesis than a link in the evolution of European PTT
governance.37 Indeed, the EPTU is deeply connected with pre-war and post-war
developments. This can be observed on three distinct levels – individuals, institutions and
content.
(1) Individuals: A human chain linked up developments across various political contexts. As
they generally remained in charge for a long time, many experts and high civil servants
involved in the EPTU knew each other from earlier years. They had already taken part in
international cooperation before and some would also remain involved after the war. They
were part of transnational expert groups which had emerged long before the outbreak of the
Second World War. A more systematic overview is needed but at this point some individual
trajectories can illustrate this continuity. Gunnar Albrecht, for instance, was the director of the
Finnish postal administration since 1919. As such, he participated in most of the international
meetings in the interwar period. He showed great commitment to the EPTU plan and presided
over the congress in Vienna, before retiring in 1943.38 He knew Karoly Forster from Hungary
or Gunnar Lager from Sweden, who already represented their respective postal
administrations during the 1930s. Forster was an active member of the 1942 congress and
supported the EPTU convention, before retiring in July 1945. A year later, the international
bureau of the Universal Postal Union in Bern publicly acknowledged its long commitment to
international relations: “In the name of all the numerous friends he acquired at the various
international manifestations he attended, we beg Dr. Charles de Forster to accept our very
cordial wishes for a long and happy life in retirement”.39 As already mentioned, the Swedish
Post Office, headed by Lager, wanted to join as well, but its Foreign Office obliged him to
36
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decline the German invitation, according to a Swiss observer.40 Nevertheless, on the nonofficial level – outside the EPTU – they all stayed in contact about the issues that were
negotiated in Vienna.
In the telecommunication sector too, it seems that a large number of the delegates who were
present in Vienna had participated in the ITU’s work in the 1930s. Some German and Italian
experts in particular participated in international cooperation before and would continue after.
Giuseppe Gneme, the head of the EPTU’s study group for telecommunication, already
attended the International Radio Conference in 1927 and became a member of the ITU’s
Administrative Council in 1953.41 Helmut Bornemann, who was responsible for the German
participation in all telecommunication matters within the framework of the EPTU, continued
to represent Germany in all international committees up to 1961. He even represented
Germany in the Spaak-Committee which in 1955 reflected on further steps towards European
integration prior to the founding of the European Economic Community.42
All in all, these men formed a stable community cemented by shared knowledge and values,
and co-working experiences. Interpersonal contacts before the foundation of the EPTU shaped
the way people behaved and interacted within this organisation. In the same respect, contacts
during the war became part of post-war developments. While Gemany was not officially
represented, European engineers informally asked Bornemann, a German, to give his
particular German point of view on the future of the European telephone network in 1948.
They remembered that Bornemann had contacted them during the war at a time when they did
not participate in the EPTU.43
(2) Institutions: The preparation and organisation of the Vienna Congress, and the way the
EPTU actually functioned corresponded with the ITU’s and UPU’s way of engaging in
international technical relations. Founders and participants did not reject the past but rather
claimed connections to it. They openly tied up to the interwar developments of a decreasing
Eurocentric UPU and ITU. In the covering letter inviting to the congress, the German PTT
minister, Ohnesorge, placed this event in the tradition and the legal framework of these
organisations. To justify the German initiative, the letter explained that “the Consultative

40
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Committees – CCIF, CCIT, and CCIR – are currently incapable of work. Therefore, the
technical development of telecommunication equipment threatens to pursue different paths in
the countries of Europe. This situation is likely to result in long lasting and profound
disadvantages for the administrations.”44 During the congress Karoly Forster, for instance,
put the stress on late 1930s’ achievements in European airmail regulation within the UPU
framework as a starting point for further postal cooperation.45 According to the minutes, the
debates during the congress were free from Nazi doctrine. They were all about the technical
properties needed to maintain and further develop Europe as a transnational communication
space.
This was not (or not only) a discursive strategy. Inscription within the tradition was also
visible in the procedures and the institutional setting. According to traditional UPU and ITU
procedures, the Reichspost issued preparatory documents for the topics that should be
discussed in Vienna and the administrations were asked to send in their comments to the
documents prior to the conference so that all conference participants could read the comments
in advance. As this procedure was the usual one the administrations sent in their comments to
the documents. Remarkably, even the neutral countries’ PTT administrations from
Switzerland and Sweden forwarded comments to the founding conference in Vienna. As
usual, the language among experts was technocratic, apolitical and fully factual, whereas the
correspondence with the foreign offices was shaped by political considerations.46
EPTU’s founders repeatedly stressed their intention to embed the newly created organisation
within the ITU and UPU, and to turn it into one of their regional unions.47 Both the ITU and
the UPU allowed for regional unions. Southern American countries later joined by Central
and Northern American countries had thus founded the Pan American Postal Union between
1911 and 1921. This was the major precedent. Other regional unions had emerged on a
smaller scale, for instance the Scandinavian Postal Union in 1919. From an organisational
point of view (international office, proportional financial contribution, voting rights, etc.), the
EPTU also strictly followed the institutional path drawn by the ITU and the UPU. It innovated
44
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only in one aspect though, by breaking with the model of separated international organisations
for postal services and for telecommunications. Since the founding of the Austro-German
Unions for Telegraphy and Post in 1849 and 1850 the postal and the telecommunication
sectors had been completely separated on the international level, even though they were
united within most administrations on the national level. This new institutional format would
be continued after the war.
In this machinery, experts were clearly in the driving seat as it was the tradition since the ITU
introduced the administrative conferences at its plenipotentiary in St. Petersburg in 1875.
They could probably not do whatever they wanted, but political checking was not
institutionalised. There was no committee of ministers supervising their work and the EPTU
stood on its own on the international scene. This institutional design reflected a debate of the
interwar period about the experts’ autonomy in international policy making. Despite some
pressure to join the newly created League of Nations, the ITU and UPU remained
independent from any other body after the First World War. When the French Foreign
minister Aristide Briand proposed to create a framework for closer cooperation between
European countries in 1929-1930, he pointed out that experts had to be kept under political
“control and influence”48, meaning a ministerial supervision and a connection of their
meetings to the League of Nations secretariat. In the case of postal experts, the plan failed. At
that time, the French, German, Swiss and British postal officials coordinated their opposition
to any plan to create a European Postal Union. Typical of ‘technocratic internationalism’
thinking49, one of their main concerns and arguments was that they already cooperated, in
particular in airmail regulation, and that their ‘apolitical’ way of conducting international
relations was the only sustainable one. After all, they still cooperated within UPU and ITU in
1938, while Germany and Italy had withdrawn from the League, and the USSR was about to
be excluded.50 In their perspective, technology had to be kept out of politics for the sake of
the services and their users. Within the EPTU as before the war, experts discussed matters of
mutual interest without any close governmental control. They had envisioned an informal
working group of experts in 1941 and were keen to come back to this argument as soon as
they deemed it profitable – hence Risch arguing to the German Foreign Office that “The
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committee’s meeting is not a European organisation’s one according to international law but
a purely technical affair.”51
This autonomy remained a major issue in the post-war period. Many experts pointed out the
risk of a ‘political contamination’ in case of an institutional linkage between the ITU and the
UPU on the one hand and the new United Nations framework on the other.52 The ITU and the
UPU finally became specialised agencies within the United Nations family in 1947. With
regard to closer cooperation in the European area, the experts were in their majority
suspicious about proposals aiming at a political supervision of their work. Helmut
Bornemann, for example, used the same autonomy argument in 1941 to promote an informal
working group as in 1955 to refuse a European Postal and Telecommunication Community
according to the institutional design of the European Coal and Steel Community. The very
name of the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations
(CEPT), which emerged in 1959 out of long and protracted negotiations, heralded the
administrative, not political, nature of the institution. In order to distance the CEPT from the
European Economic Community and the Council of Europe, the founding agreement stated
that “the Conference shall be independent of any political or economic organisation”.53
(3) Content: During the Vienna conference, the delegations discussed all aspects of intraEuropean PTT operations following the CCI’s working procedures and topics.54 In order to
set the agenda, participants first reviewed the work done in the 1930s having in mind the
return, sooner or later, to peacetime conditions. The discussions were tainted by war
conditions but they were not penetrated by them.
Even the most emblematic new regulations issued by the EPTU did not come out of the blue
but instead were rooted in earlier proposals and debates. Indeed, the abolition of transit fees
and the adoption of a single European rate for postal and telegraph communications
materialized ideas discussed for decades, first within expert circles, and afterwards within
larger Europeanists circles. Transit fees were discussed from the very first multilateral postal
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meeting in 1863.55 Countries like France had a strong financial interest in maintaining
substantial transit fees due to their geographic position and resisted lowering them. Others on
the contrary called for a reduction and progressively succeeded. After the First World War,
inflation and fiscal needs to recover from war devastations led to an increase in transit fees
and rates for international communications across Europe. This was how movements keen on
uniting Europe turned back to communication networks and called for the creation of a
‘European PTT regime’ or a European Postal Union.56 Such a step was considered to be the
most advanced proposal by the promoters of the Briand plan during the 1930s, and Briand
himself proposed to put it on the agenda of the newly formed League of Nations’ Commission
for the study of European Union.57 Apart from facilitating cross-border communication, there
was another interest in its enforcement. If postal networks were already connected across
borders, they materialised and visualized through stamps in particular national communities
and symbols instead of international ones. The idea was to turn these networks into engines of
a new European dynamic. But the project failed to take shape twice before the war. The
creation of the EPTU was a way to realise this project – except for the stamp, as, it seems, the
idea of issuing a common single stamp materializing the European Union was not discussed;
some countries however, like Germany and Norway, issued their own stamps commemorating
the 1942 Vienna congress.
After the war, the idea of uniting Europeans through communication networks surfaced again
quickly. The EPTU was seen as an embarrassing legacy. Ahead of the Hague Congress in
1948, F. A. Hofman, a Dutch postal officer, proposed to create a European Postal Union. His
deprecatory mention of the EPTU, quoted as an introduction to this article, cannot obscure the
fact that the content of his proposal was remarkably similar to what was realised during the
war: it was about common rates, the abolition of transit fees, the coordinated development of
airmail, and the standardisation of postal and telecommunication regulations.58 The idea was
taken up as early as August 1949 in the Council of Europe, a new arena resulting from the
Hague Congress. In November 1951, the General Secretariat of the Council of Europe
presented a memorandum which briefly mentioned the EPTU but did not refer to its source
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when it claimed that “the meshes of the Universal Postal Union’s and International
Telecommunication Union’s services network are still far too large for the European
continent”.59 Yet, this was almost exactly the same words which were used by Risch in
October 1942 to explain the creation of the EPTU.60 The Council of Europe could not make
any explicit affiliation with this wartime form of unification. When Hans Schuberth, Christian
Social Unions’ PTT minister for the Federal Republic of Germany, championed the cause in
the early 1950s, he admitted that “these ideas (…) are not new; one can even almost admit
that from a political and historical point of view, they have been in the air for a long time”,61
but did not mention the EPTU. This organisation progressively disappeared from the official
memory of European technical cooperation.

Germanisation or Europeanization of transborder communication networks, spaces and
governance?
This article has shown that the EPTU played an important role in the long-term development
of European PTT governance and transnational spaces of communication in Europe. It was
connected to interwar discussions of PTT issues and the founding of a new European PTT
organisation. The EPTU for the first time implemented new institutional designs as well as
standards for postal tariffs or telecommunication equipment, which were again put on the
agenda after the war. A key vector for these continuities were transnational expert networks
that functioned even under wartime conditions. Against this background, the interpretative
framework suitable to understand the EPTU needs to be reflected on. Was the EPTU more
about the Germanisation or Europeanization of transborder communication networks, spaces
and governance?
Many contemporaries criticized the EPTU for having been a German performance. If the
EPTU-members debated on the normative and symbolical content of this Europe, in
particular regarding the choice of official languages and currency for the Union, the outcome
was so close to Germany’s own regulation that some commentators contested its
Europeanness. Again, the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter pointed out for instance that
“the Vienna agreement is solely built upon German rates and weight scales: one power rules
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and decides.”62 True, rates and weight scales now in use from Narvik to Syracuse
corresponded to those of the Greater Reich. From this perspective, the EPTU first and
foremost mirrored a de facto German hegemony over Europe, and tended to reinforce it under
the veil of cooperation. Even if it was not a direct expression of brutal force, it resulted from
it.
This said, it is worth considering that it did not prevent PTT administrations from neutral
countries such as Sweden from having regular contacts and exchanging information with the
Reichspost and the EPTU office. Furthermore, the rates and weight scales at stake were also
new and more expansive regulations for German users, which included domestic German
communications. After all, the Reichspost as operator of an important transit country for
communication flows in Europe spoke in favour of disposing of transit rates. In any case, as
already seen, Hofman condemned the EPTU in 1947 for the same reasons, as he understated
that it was all about German domination.
In France, at the end of the war, the Foreign Office claimed that it had declined the German
invitation to cooperate with the EPTU and that this was an act of resistance to Nazi
hegemony.63 Rather positive at the beginning about the prospect of a French participation, the
diplomatic bureaucracy later opposed any formal membership for political reasons, when it
became clear that German and Italian would become working languages and that the
accounting unit would be changed from the Gold Franc to the Reichs-Mark. For years, the
French Foreign Office had indeed been vigilant about maintaining these soft power tools
across all international organisations.
In many ways the EPTU participated in its own field to the dismantling of what a large part of
the German elites saw as an unfair international order set up at the end of the First World War
and the signing of the Versailles treaty.64 While French and Anglo-American actors had taken
control over international cooperation, one of the missions of the EPTU was indeed to return
techno-industrial German interests to the forefront of the European scene.
According to Madeleine Herren, the EPTU was a strong element of National Socialist
Internationalism and the Nazis’ attempts at reshaping the European order “under Axis
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leadership.”65 It was congruent with other attempts of this kind, but proved to be more
successful than any other one. Why so? Maybe because a kind of pre-existing European pipe
channelled it. Under the cloak of National Socialist Internationalism, the EPTU was able to
sustain the traditional non-symbolic and informal working level cooperation. This turned out
to be the factor of success for intensified and enlarged cooperation throughout 1943 – at a
time when the Axis powers were beginning to fight rear-guard battles at the front.
On the other hand, if Europeanization is defined as a transnational dynamic that the actors
leading, contesting, commenting on it claim to be ‘European’, then the EPTU is just about
Europeanization. This is not only because of the organisation’s name, but also because the
people supporting as well as contesting it explicitly referred to the making of Europe in their
arguments. Even the most sceptical contemporaries like Dagens Nyheter viewed the EPTU
through the European lens. In the same article as quoted above the paper wrote: “We are,
however, not used to such dealings with international affairs or to any group of powers that
declares: This is Europe! Fortunately, Europe is too big for this”.66 From this perspective the
EPTU can be referred to as a Europeanization event or engine – it propelled negotiations and
discussions about the meaning of Europe.
In Vienna, some participants stressed the fact that tighter infrastructural links helped build
Europe as a community. Politicians like the fascist Italian PTT minister Giovanni HostVenturi in particular claimed that it would pave the way for a “new Europe” and foster a “true
European solidarity”.67 Talking about Europe, the PTT minister of the Reich Wilhelm
Ohnesorge left the congress satisfied, he said, “as a man who believes in this community of
destiny with all the persuasion of his heart”.68 Experts too connected the EPTU with the larger
issue of Europe and the European identity. Gunnar Albrecht expected that it would develop a
“a feeling of brotherhood among the peoples of Europe”.69
Europe was not precisely but rather broadly defined in the convention. According to article 7,
“any European country, or one bordering a European country” could join the EPTU.70
Before war with the USSR broke out, Soviet delegates were invited to an exchange of views.
In fact, two sorts of Europe took shape in 1942 and 1943, one on the level of formal
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membership and another on the level of working relations. The formal one was in accordance
with the national socialist internationalism, and encompassed a European space led by
Germany and its allies. The informal one was surprisingly pan-European, including neutral
countries, but also, at least in the EPTU’s participants’ mind, Great Britain and the Soviet
Union. The notion of a spatially broad Europe was reinforced and became a strong argument
in the debates about PTT integration after the war.
The Europeanization process which took place within and through the EPTU had three main
characteristics. Firstly, it was vertical and top down: heads of PTT services gathered within a
European institution were the leading forces. Secondly, it was direct: PTT services actually
were the object of their policy. Thirdly, it was normative: it produced common standards
towards which national norms would converge. In that respect, the EPTU blurred the
difference between the national and the European level and was truly about integration and
the emergence of a flat transnational communication area.
To conclude, the EPTU kept the idea of a PTT union alive and consolidated networks
between experts as they proved to be stable even during the war, preparing together plans for
peacetime Europe that would be part of post-war discussions. The EPTU even outlined panEuropean postal and telecommunication standards that united European communication
networks and spaces. Still, there is a lot more research to be done in order to be able to draw a
much more detailed picture of the EPTU and to grasp the organisation’s Europeanness.
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